
CLOUD MYTHS 
DEBUNKED

Are they standing between 
you and UC success?
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Myth #1 
Cloud computing is just a way to save money

While economies of scale do allow cloud providers to offer cost 
savings, moving to the cloud can deliver many other important 
advantages, including:

 Faster implementation

 Greater adaptability

 Visible & predictable costs

 Better reliability

 Elimination of on-going ownership burdens

These advantages are especially relevant to UC, which requires 
nonstop uptime — a big challenge for IT teams.

Misconceptions may be keeping IT decision makers from 
taking advantage of the tremendous synergy between unifi ed 
communications (UC) and the cloud. As a result, companies remain 
stuck with obsolete, siloed voice and messaging solutions that sap 
productivity, cost too much to run, and fail to deliver the customer 
experience necessary to compete in a multichannel world. 

Myth #2 
The cloud doesn’t offer suffi ciently 
customized solutions

The cloud offers many advantages to companies looking for 
a highly customizable UC solution.

Consider this: Many cloud solutions feature confi guration 
parameters, application programming interfaces and integration 
capabilities that make them better suited to customization than 
conventional software.

Keep in mind: The cloud model can offer economical access 
to the specialized skills necessary to improve outcomes at a 
lower cost.

Myth #3 
The cloud is an all or nothing proposition

Cloud UC models include:

•  Private, on-premises solutions in which organizations own 
and manage their UC-related software and hardware 

•  Software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions in which 
organizations pay for UC on a monthly subscription basis 

•  Many hybrid models that mix cloud and on-premises 
approaches

The right solution will make it easy to change models 
as imperatives change over time. To make the initial 
choice, consider: 

•  Which parts of the solution you prefer to own and which you 
prefer to have delivered as a managed service

•  Whether you prefer to host the solution in your own data 
center or have it hosted at a service provider’s facility

•  Whether you want your staff to administer moves, adds and 
changes or have a service provider handle administration

•  Whether you want to pay for UC out of your capital budget 
or out of your operating budget

Myth #4 
The cloud can’t deliver the performance 
necessary for voice communications

Real-time performance in virtual environments was once a 
challenge. 

Consider this: Technology now protects voice quality by 
separating call control from communication. Enhancements to 
network class-of-service control enable UC to be distributed 
between on-premises and hosted infrastructure without 
compromising call quality.

Keep in mind: UC solutions vary in their ability to ensure 
call quality despite variable conditions on public IP network 
connections. Choose a UC-in-the-cloud solution with the 
technical sophistication to handle problematic connections.

Myth #5 
The cloud doesn’t give IT or the business 
suffi cient control

The right cloud solution can give IT and business managers 
greater control of the UC environment than they would have 
with a traditional, on-premises deployment.

Consider this: Adding or decreasing capacity is easier in the 
cloud, as is the rollout of new features.

Myth #6 
The cloud isn’t secure

Public-cloud breaches receive more publicity than enterprise 
breaches because they can’t be kept confi dential. But media 
hype doesn’t mean greater vulnerability.

Keep in mind: Reputable public cloud providers have security 
professionals monitoring their environments 24 hours a day. In 
fact, most have physical security that exceeds anything found 
at the typical enterprise data center.

Consider this: You can deploy UC on a private cloud — 
either on your own premises or in a secure hosting facility. 
Security concerns needn’t deter your organization from 
pursuing the benefi ts of a cloud-based UC deployment.

These nine common myths may be clouding your 
judgment and your company’s communications options.
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Myth #7 
The cloud locks you in to a relationship 
with one cloud vendor

Every technology decision entails a commitment. Because 
conventional UC deployments are written off over several 
years, a multiyear cloud contract may allow you to change 
vendors sooner than a conventional purchase would.

Consider this: Choosing the right cloud deployment model 
lets organizations ensure the level of control and choice they 
need.

Keep in mind: UniVoIP’s UC solution optimizes long-
term fl exibility by allowing you to use the same software 
and licensing whether you deploy it on-premises, on hosted 
infrastructure or as a SaaS solution. 

Myth #8 
The cloud is new and unproven

From an architectural perspective, the cloud isn’t really new. 

Keep in mind: The sharing of virtualized resources in a 
multi-tenant environment dates back to mainframe computing. 
Telecom providers have a long history of hosting real-time 
communications services.

Consider this: The UC innovation is in how solutions, 
bring proven architectural models to virtualization   
technologies — especially the popular VMware portfolio 
 — to deliver a rich feature set in an easily confi gurable 
 deployment package. 

Myth #9 
Cloud based UC is not a “front burner” issue

Today’s IT organizations face many urgent issues: 

• Defending against escalating cyber-threats

• Supporting user mobility with BYOD programs

• Rolling out big data analytics to take marketing and 
 the customer experience to the next level

But one of the biggest mistakes IT leaders can make is letting 
day-to-day fi refi ghting get in the way of long-term strategy. 

Moving UC into the cloud enables organizations to:

• Increase agility and effi ciency

•  Free up IT resources that can be refocused on important 
business challenges

• Engage better with customers, partners and suppliers 
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